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Resolvable designs, especially those that are multiply resolvable, have been of 
interest for many years. This paper takes a class of BIBD’s found by Denniston and 
constructs several spreads and packings of these designs. Interesting ties with inver- 
sive geometry are exhibited and utilized along the way. IF1 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
If 4(x, u) = ax* + hxy + by” is an irreducible quadratic form over GF(2”) 
and H is an additive subgroup of GF(2”) of order 2’, Denniston [S] 
showed that d = {(x, y): 4(x, y) E H} is a collection of (2” + 1)(2’ - 1) + 1 
points in the desarguesian afline plane it = AG(2, 2”) such that every 
(afline) line of E meets d in precisely 0 or 2’ points. Hence, if we take as 
varieties the points of fi and as blocks the nonempty line intersections with 
0, we get a (u, k, A)-BIBD with u = (2”+ 1)(2’- 1) + 1, k=2’, and ;1= 1. 
The thrust of this paper is to find spreads and packings of certain Den- 
niston designs. Since our preference is to work projectively, we embed 7? in 
7~= PG(2,2”) via the mapping (x,~) -+ (1, x, y). Thus the line at infinity 
takes on homogeneous line coordinates 1 ,~ = [ 1, 0, 01. We let Q denote the 
image of fi under this mapping. 
2. SOME TERMINOLOGY 
We restrict ourselves to BIBDs with 1= 1 in the following discussion. A 
spread (resolution class) of a BIBD is a collection of blocks which partition 
the points of the design, and a packing (resolution) of a BIBD is a collec- 
tion of spreads which partition the blocks of the design. A BIBD is called 
resolvable if there exists a packing of the design. Much work has been done 
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on resolvable designs. The papers [6 and 91 are of particular interest with 
respect to existence of such designs. 
Two packings of a (resolvable) design are called orthogonal if any spread 
from the first and any spread from the second have at most one block in 
common. A collection of packings is called a mutually orthogonal set if any 
two distinct packings in the set are orthogonal. Mutually orthogonal 
packings have been of interest since Bruck [3] first proposed using them in 
an attempt to construct a projective plane whose order is not a prime 
power. 
3. LINEAR PACKINGS OF THE DENNISTON BIBDs 
The notation introduced in Section 1, some of which is repeated here, 
will be used throughout the paper. Let H be an additive subgroup of 
GF(2”) of order k = 2’, where 1 < i < n. Let q = 2”, let 4 be an irreducible 
quadratic form over GF(q), and let (52, a) denote the associated Denniston 
BIBD viewed projectively. The lines of rc = PG(2, q) meeting Q in 0 points 
will be called exterior lines, while the lines of rc meeting 52 in k points will 
be called “secant” lines. It should be noted that the number of blocks in a. 
spread of (Q, a) is q + 1 -q/k and the number of spreads in a packing is 
q+ 1. 
LEMMA 1. If P is a point of n\Q, then the number of exterior lines 
through P is q/k. 
Proof: There are q + 1 lines of rr through P, each which meets Q in 0 or 
k points. Since these lines partition the k(q + 1) - q points of 52, q + 1 - q/k 
of them meet Sz and hence q/k of them avoid 52. 1 
LEMMA 2. The number of exterior lines in x is q(q - k + 1 )/k. 
Proof By Lemma 1 there are q/k exterior lines through each of the 
(q + l)(q + 1 -k) points of rc\Q. Since each such line is counted q + 1 
times, the result follows. 1 
COROLLARY. There are at least q(q - k + 1)/k packings of (Q, 99). 
Proof. For each point P of rc\52 the q + 1 -q/k secant lines through P 
induce a “pencil spread” S, of (Q, g). As P ranges over the q + 1 points of 
any exterior line 1, the collection 9, = {S, : P E I} of spreads clearly forms a 
packing. The result now follows from Lemma 2. a 
Any packing of the type indicated above shall be referred to as a “linear 
packing.” Linear packings of (52, .@) are certainly the easiest ones to find. 
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The heart of this paper is to find and classify other spreads and packings of 
the Denniston BIBDs. We concentrate our efforts on the case when q is a 
square and k = q/2 because of the interesting connections with inversive 
geometry in this case. Another reason for this choice is the connection with 
elliptic semiplanes as discussed in [ 11. 
4. MORE PACKINGS OF (i&?-i?) 
For the remainder of this paper assume that n is even and i = n - 1 > 1. 
Let q=2”, k=2”-‘, and s=2”12=J q. From Section 3 we know that n 
contains precisely q + 2 exterior lines, one being I,, and that precisely 2 
exterior lines pass through each exterior point. Moreover, since q is a 
square, IX = PG(2, q) admits Baer subplanes, all of which are isomorphic to 
PG(2, s). Some of these Baer subplanes might provide us with new spreads. 
LEMMA 3. If no is a Baer subplane of n whose point set is disjoint from 
Q, the secant lines of x0 induce a spread of (Q, ~8). In particular, such a 7c0 
must have precisely q - 1 secant lines and s + 2 exterior lines. Moreover, tf 
PO is any point of x0, the s + 1 lines of x0 through P, can be categorized in 
one of the following two ways: 
(i ) s + 1 secant lines, or 
(ii) s- 1 secant lines and 2 exterior lines. 
There are (q-s)/2 points of type (i) in 7c,, and (“:2) points of type (ii). 
Proof: Each point of a, being a point of X\Q, lies on precisely one line 
of x,,, which is necessarily a secant line. Thus the secant lines of x0 induce a 
spread of (C&8). Since Z, has q + s + 1 lines and a spread of (52, g) has 
q - 1 blocks, rcO contains precisely s + 2 exterior lines. Dualizing the 
exterior lines of rcO become a complete oval in x0. The rest of the lemma 
now follows immediately. 1 
LEMMA 4. Suppose 7~~ is a Baer subplane of 7c containing at least s + 2 
exterior lines. Then no has precisely s + 2 exterior lines and x0 is disjoint 
.from Q. 
Proof: By assumption n,, has at most q - 1 secant lines, each such line 
containing k points of Q. Thus the lines of 7cn, cover at most k(q - 1) (not 
necessarily distinct) points of Q. However, since n, is a Baer subplane of rc, 
the lines of rcO must cover all k(q - 1) points of Q. Therefore the above 
points are distinct and equality holds throughout. In particular, rc,, has 
precisely s + 2 exterior lines and no two secant lines of rc,, meet in a point of 
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0. Since any point of x,, A $2 would lie on s + 1 secant lines of rc,,, n, must 
be disjoint from 9. 1 
We are now faced with the task of determining whether such Baer sub- 
planes exist and, if so, whether the corresponding “Baer spreads” can be 
used in constructing new packings of (a, $9). The key to solving this 
problem turns out to be a collection of mappings which we will call 
“exterior bijections.” Let I,, l2 be distinct exterior lines of n and let P 
denote their intersection point. For any point Q #P of I, let I, denote the 
unique exterior line of n: not equal to I, and passing through Q. Define a 
point mapping Br,, ,Z: I, -+ l2 via P + P and Q + 1, n l2 for any point Q # P 
ofl,. 
In order to use these exterior bijections efficiently, we must introduce 
coordinates. Let (x, y, z) and [u, u, w] denote homogeneous point and line 
coordinates of rc, as usual. If 4(x, y) = ax2 + hxy + by2 is our irreducible 
quadratic form over GF(q), then a, h, and b are nonzero elements of GF(q) 
with tr(ab/h2) = 1, where tr is the trace function over GF(q). That is, for 
any a E GF(q), tr(cx) = a + ~1~ + . . . CI’“-’ and tr(a + ~1~‘) = 0 forj = 1, 2,..., n. If 
H is our distinguished additive subgroup of index 2 in GF(q), by Singer’s 
theorem [lo] there exists a unique nonzero element c of GF(q) such that 
H= cVO, where VO= {aEGF(q): tr(a)=O}. Thus sZ= ((1,x, y)~71.: 
ax2+hxy+by2EH}={(1,x, y)~z: tr(Ax2+Bxy+Cy2)=O}, where 
A = a/c, B = h/c, and C = b/c. 
LEMMA 5. The q + 2 exterior lines of 7~ are 
(1) 1, = Cl, (LOI 
PI) CL Wk,O1 
(III) { CF,, r, 11: f-E GHq)), 
where F, = (A + BT + Cr2)k/B. 
Proof. Recall that k = 2”-‘. Clearly I, is an exterior line of 71. Every 
affine point of [ 1, B/Ck, 0] has homogeneous coordinates of the form 
(1, Ck/B, a), for some a E GF(q). Since tr(AC4/B2 + Cka + Ca2) = 
tr(AC/B2) + tr(Cka + (C”a)‘) = tr(AC/B’) = tr(ab/h2) = 1, no point of 
[ 1, B/Ck, O]‘lies in Sz. 
Similarly, for fixed re GF(q), every affine point of [F,, f, 11 has 
homogeneous coordinates of the form (1, a, F, + ar) for some a E GF(q). 
Letting x = (A + BT+ CT2) a2, we see that tr(Aa’ + Ba(F, + aT) + 
C(pr+a2r2)) = tr(CI;?,)+tr(x+xk) = tr(CF2,) = tr(C(A+BT+CT2)/B2) 
tr(AC/B’) + tr(CT/B+ C2r2/B2) = tr(AC/B’) = tr(ab/h2) = 1, again con- 
iuding that no point of [F,, r, l] lies in 52. 1 
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We now put the points of each exterior line into l-l correspondence 
with the elements of GF(q) u {cc } in the usual way, as indicated below: 
[F,,f, l](forT~GF(q)): (l,a,F,+crT)+-+cr~GF(q) 
(0, 1, r)‘++co 
[l, B/Ck,O]: (1, Ck/B,a)-csGF(q) 
(O,O, 1)-a 
[l,O,O]: (0, ~,u)+-+u.EGF(~) 
(O,O, l)++co. 
For each exterior bijection e,,,,2 
GF(dub+GJ’bd i > 
we thus get an induced mapping g!,, 12: 
u cc via the above correspondence. In the follow- 
ing theorem we use the notation introduced in Lemma 5. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1, = [F,,, fl, l] and I,= [F,,, fz, l] be distinct 
exterior lines of type (III). Let f = r, + I-, # 0 and let E, = (B + Crjk/Brk. 
Let g(,, lz = 8: GF(q) u {CO ) + GF(q) u { 00) be the mapping induced by the 
associated exterior bijection. Then 
8L cI--, B(B+CIJka+CTk 
B2TkCr + B(B + CIJk 
ifu # Ej-, 
Proof: Let P denote an arbitrary point of 1,. We consider four cases. If 
P= (0, 1, r,), the unique exterior line through P other then 1, is 
I, = [ 1, 0, 01. Since I, n I, = .(O, 1, r,), 8: co + co. If P = f, n I, = 
( 1, E,, F,, + EJ r ), clearly 8: E, + E,. If P = (1, Ck/B, F,, + CkT,/B), the 
unique exterior line through P not equal to I, is m = [ 1, B/Ck, 01. It is easy 
to see that m n 1, = (1, Ck/B, (A + Br,)k/B) and hence 8: Ck/B + Ck/B in 
accordance with the general rule for g given in the statement of the 
theorem. 
The final case is when P = ( 1, ~1, F,-, + ar,) for some c1 E GF(q) 
with c1# E, and tl# Ck/B. The unique exterior line through P not equal 
to I1 is then seen to be I = [F,, + Ba/(C+ B2a2), rl + B/(C+ B2a2), 11. 
It should be noted that 1 is an exterior line, necessarily of type (III), 
since (A + B(T, + B/(C + B2a2)) + C(T, + B/(C + B2a2))‘)“/B = F,, + 
((B*(C+ B2a2) + CB’)/(C+ B2a2)2)k/B = F,-, + Ba/(C+ B2a2). Since a # E,, Z 
meets I, in a unique point Q. If we write Q = (1, x, F,, + XT,) for some 
x E GF( q), then 
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Q E lo F,, + Bu/( C + B’c~~) + XT, + Bx/( C + B2a2) + Fr2 + XT, = 0 
-(Z-+B/(C+B2~2))~=(Bf+CZ-2)k/B+Ba/(C+B2a2) 
ox = (B2(BT+ CT2)%c2 + B2a + C(BT+ CZ-2)k)/(B3Z%2 + BCZ-+ B2) 
B4Z-( B + CT) a4 + B4cc2 + C2T(B + CT) k 
ox= 
( B3ra2 + B( B + Cr))2 
B2(B + CT) a2 + C2 
3 
k B( B + CZJk a + Crk 
B4Z-a2+B2(B+CZ-) = BZrka + B(B + CT)k ’ 
Since 8: o! +x, the result follows. 1 
COROLLARY. Zf x0 is a Baer subplane of II disjoint from Sz, then 
I, = [l, 0, 0] must be a line of x0. 
Proof: By Lemma 3 rcO has s + 2 exterior lines and each point of rcO lies 
on precisely 0 or 2 exterior lines of rr,. Since s > 4, rcO has distinct exterior 
lines Ii and I, of type (III) according to Lemma 5. Let gi = 1,n q, for 
i= 1,2 denote the projective sublines of order s, all of whose points are 
points of q,. Since each point of 9, lies on precisely 2 exterior lines of rc6 
and since 2 distinct lines of q, meet in a point of q, clearly 8!, , ,*( 9 i ) = g2. 
Let 8= 8,,,, denote the mapping induced by 13,,,,2 on the elements of 
GF(q) u {a}. Let Gi denote the subset of GF(q) u {co > corresponding to 
the subline gj for i = 1,2. 
Using the notation of Theorem 1 define a new mapping 8*: 
GF(q)u{oo}+GF(q)u{oo} via 
tl*: Lx+ 
B( B + CZ-)k LX + Crk 
B2rka + B( B + CZJk 
ifu#E,, 
Since 6* is a linear fractional transformation, it maps projective sublines 
onto projective sublines (see [7]). Moreover 8 and 8* agree at all points of 
GF(q)u {co} except E, and cc by Theorem 1. Since ~24, e*(a,) and 
&Bit,) have at least 3 points in common, But 8(g,) = a2 and f3*(g,,) can 
be viewed as projective sublines of order s in a projective line of order s2, 
and hence 8($,,)=0*(g,,). Since E, is the element of GF(q)u { CQ} 
corresponding to the point of intersection I, n I,, E,- E g1 and therefore 
cc = 8*(E,) E 0*(B,,) = &B,,) = B2. Using the correspondence given after 
the proof of Lemma 5 and the categorization of the points of x0 given in 
Lemma 3, it is now easy to see that 1, must be a line of q,. 1 
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The above corollary says that Denniston’s construction is inherently 
affine and forces I, to play a special role. It also severely restricts the 
possibilities for Baer subplanes disjoint from 52. The next two results tell us 
that such Baer subplanes are as plentiful as possible. The notation is the 
same as that in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let I = [F,, r, 1 ] be an exterior line of type (III) and let 
I, = [ 1, 0, 01. Let 8= &,,,,: GF(q) u ( co } + GF(q) u { 00 } be the induced 
exterior bijection. Then 
ifafr, 
l---+02 
co -+ CklB. 
ProoJ The proof is completely analogous (but simpler) to that given 
for Theorem 1 and is left to the reader. 1 
COROLLARY. There are precisely s(s2 + 1) Baer subplanes of II disjoint 
from Q. 
Proof By the corollary to Theorem 1 such a Baer subplane must have 
1, as one of its lines and hence must meet I, in a projective subline of 
order s. Since there are s(s2 + 1) such sublines of I,, it suffices to show that 
for each subline 9 of I, there is exactly one Baer subplane no of x disjoint 
from D and having the property that non 1, = 9. Since each of the 
s + 13 5 points of 9 is incident with a unique exterior line not equal to f, , 
by Lemma 5 there exists an exterior line I of type (III) meeting I, in a 
point P of 9. Let e = e,,,, be the associated exterior projection. If such a 
Baer subplane rco does exist, then e(9) G rco as in the proof of the previous 
corollary and hence rro is uniquely determined. That is, at most one such rco 
exists for a given 9. 
By Theorem 2, 8 is the composition of a linear fractional transformation 
with a field automorphism and hence preserves sublines of order s (see 
[7]). Let rco be the unique Baer subplane determined by a quadrangle 
chosen from the points of 9 u e(9). Then PE rco and, in fact, 
9 u e(9) G rco since 9 and e(9) are projective sublines of order s and thus 
uniquely determined by 3 distinct points. Hence, by the very definition of 8, 
no has s + 2 exterior lines and therefore no is disjoint from Q by Lemma 4, 
proving the corollary. 1 
For each Baer subplane disjoint from 0 there is an associated “Baer 
spread” of (Q, %?) as indicated in Lemma 3. To determine if these spreads 
can be used to construct more packings of (C&g), we need to decide when 
two such spreads share a common block. 
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THEOREM 3. Let zh, xi be distinct Baer subplanes of 71 disjoint from Sz. 
For i= I,2 let gi= rchn 1, and let 9, be the Baer spread of (0, W) 
associated with n6. Then Y, and Y, share a common block if and only if 
p1 n9*l= 1. 
Proof: By the corollary to Theorem 1, 1, is a line of rch and rri. Hence 
each line of & other than I,, meets 1, in a point of gi. Since 1, does not 
induce a block of 99, clearly 1sPl n Yzl =0 if I91 ngzI =O. Suppose 
g1 n 9* = {P,, Pz}. If 1, and 1, denote the unique exterior lines not equal 
to 1, passing through P, and P,, respectively, then 1, and 1, are lines of 
rrh n rci by Lemma 3. Since any exterior point of rr is incident with precisely 
2 exterior lines of rc, the exterior lines other than 1, passing through the 
points of LSI\{P,, P2} d o not meet the corresponding exterior lines 
through g2\{P1, P2) in points of 1, or 1,. Thus, if Q = I, n 12, the only 
points of 1, (resp. 12) in 7cAr-1 r$, are P, and Q (resp. P2 and Q). By 
Corollary 2.2 of [2] zh n rri consists of the lines {I,, I,, 12} and the points 
{P,, P,, Q}. Hence IY,nY,I =O. 
By the corollary to Theorem 2, 9i and gz are distinct projective sublines 
of order s in 1, and hence have at most 2 points in common. Thus the only 
remaining case is when 9 i n gz = {P}. If 1 denotes the unique exterior line 
not equal to 1, passing through P, then 1 is a line of rr: n TC~ as above. If Y 1 
and 9, have no blocks in common, then by Corollary 2.2 of [2] rch n 7~; 
consists of the lines (la, I} and the points (P, Q}, where Q is some point 
of 1 other than P. But then the unique exterior line not equal to 1 and pass- 
ing through Q is a line of rrh n rcz by Lemma 3, a contradiction. Hence Y, 
and 9, have s - 1 blocks in common in this case, again by Corollary 2.2 of 
[2]. This proves the result. u 
Since the points of 1, and its sublines of order s can be thought of as the 
points and circles of the miquelian inversive plane ZP(s), the task of finding 
Baer spreads of (52, W) with no blocks in common has been reduced to a 
search for circles in ZP(s), no two of which are tangent. 
THEOREM 4. There exist (s* + 1 )(s - 1) packings of (Q, 99) consisting of 
1 “pencil spread’ and s2 “Baer spreads” each. 
Proof: As in [S], represent the points of ZP(s) by the elements of 
GF(s*) u {co} and the circles of ZP(s) by 2 x 2 matrices of the form (; $), 
where XE GF(s*); e, fe GF(s); and xs+’ + ef #O. Two such matrices 
represent the same circle if and only if one is a GF(s)-scalar multiple of the 
other. The point z lies on the circle (; -5) if and only if (xz’+ e)/ 
(fz” + 9) = z, where the usual conventions concerning cc are invoked. Let 
M, , M, be matrices representing 2 distinct circles of ZP(s). Since s is even, 
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the circles are tangent if and only if l/M, + M,II = llMl II + Mzll, where 11 II is 
the determinant function (see Lemma 1.3 of [S]). 
Fix a nonzero element d of GF(s), and consider the circles of ZP(s) 
represented by the matrices {M, = (&+, .$,: x E GF(s*)}. Since 
/IM, + MJ = llM,II + llMyIl if and only if x = y, we have found a set of s2 
distinct circles, no two of which are tangent. Moreover, each of these circles 
misses the point 0. Hence the associated s2 Baer spreads together with the 
pencil spread at 0 (see Sect. 3) form a packing of (52, a). Allowing d to 
vary over the nonzero elements of GF(s), we obtain s - 1 packings sharing 
the pencil spread at 0. Since the collineation group of IP(s) is transitive on 
points, the point 0 can be mapped into any other point of ZP(s), thereby 
obtaining (s - 1 )(.s* + 1) packings of (Q, 9?) of the desired type. 1 
THEOREM 5. Zn the special case s = 4 there are 68 packings of the 120 
point design (Q, LJ~) consisting of 5 “pencil spreads” and 12 “Baer spreads” 
each. 
ProojY Fix any circle 9 of ZP(4). There are 12 circles disjoint from 9, 
and 9 is tangent to precisely one circle of any pencil whose carrier is not 
incident with 9 (see [4]). Thus the 4 circles of any such pencil meet 9 as 
follows: 1 is tangent to 9, 2 are secant to 9, and 1 is disjoint from 9. In 
particular, no 2 of the 12 circles disjoint from 9 can be tangent. Hence the 
Baer spreads associated with these 12 circles together with the 5 pencil 
spreads whose carriers are the 5 points of 9 form a packing of (L?, 9$). 
Since $9 can be any of the 68 circles of ZP(4), there are 68 such 
packings. 1 
The method for finding packings of (Q, 9) given in the proof of 
Theorem 5 only works when s = 4. In general the s(s - l)(s - 2)/2 circles of 
ZP(s) disjoint from a given circle include many tangent pairs (see [4]). 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Since each point of ZP(s) is the carrier for s + 1 pencils of circles, there 
can be no more than s2 + 1 circles in ZP(s) with the property that no two of 
them are tangent. As indicated in the proof of Theorem 3, two tangent cir- 
cles of ZP(s) have associated Baer spreads of (Sz, &?) that share s - 12 3 
blocks. Hence we do not obtain any orthogonal packings from the 
packings of (Q, 99) described in Theorems 4 and 5. It is also easy to see 
that no linear packing (see Sect. 3) is orthogonal to any of these packings. 
Thus, while we have been able to resolve the Denniston designs in several 
interesting ways, we have as yet been unable to multiply resolve them. 
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As a final comment we mention the problem of finding a set of 3’ + 1 cir- 
cles in P(s), no two of which are tangent. The packing of (sZ,99) 
associated with such a set, while not orthogonal to any of the packings dis- 
cussed in this paper, would be of interest in its own right. 
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